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The purpose of this project was to enhance brand loyalty among Giant Bicycle customers
through the development of the Giant Owner (G.O.) program. By creating a value add,
experience-oriented consumer program, Giant Bicycles can anticipate a higher level of customer
retention and increased purchases by these customers. Through the utilization of social
networking platforms and the establishment of special events, workshops, and classes for Giant
Owners, brand loyalty will increase the position of Giant as a profitable leader in the cycling
industry while enhancing the brand experience by consumers. With a variety of similar products
offered in the cycling industry marketplace, the G.O. Program aims to provide a distinct brand
differentiator for consumers to make purchasing decisions at Giant retailers throughout the
nation. By focusing on consumer experiences rather than product alone, the G.O. Program looks
to shift the dynamic of retail purchasing from a bicycle specification comparison, to one where
consumers are purchasing a Giant because of the experience and relationships that the brand
offers. Shifting this dynamic moves Giant on to a playing field in which the Giant brand can
always win.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Consisting of a frame, two wheels, pedals, and gears, the bicycle has remained

largely unchanged since its invention. The usage of the bicycle, though, has become

quite differentiated, and it is to this differentiation that companies within the cycling

industry have catered. Mountain, road, commuter and kids bikes of all shapes, sizes, and

colors are available for consumers. With this vast array of choices come some significant

challenges as well. For customers new to the sport, the variety of available options can

often be bewildering and make selecting a bicycle to purchase a harder decision than it

needs to be. For companies in the cycling industry, this multitude of seemingly similar

products means that developing a sense of brand loyalty with their customers is all the

more difficult.

Brand Loyalty

The development of brand loyalty is one of the most critical goals of many

marketing programs (Khan, 2009) and developing brand loyal customers is a key part of

a company's marketing efforts because it aids in predicting future business and

production plans. Brand loyal consumers are those customers who have the intention to
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purchase from a particular company in the future (Khan, 2009). In addition, brand loyal

conswners are likely to become positive brand advocates, are less price sensitive, and

retaining these customers is far less costly to maintain than continually marketing to a

new set of customers (Mao, 20 I0).

Giant Bicycles, Inc. (which will be referred to from here on as "Giant") is an

industry leading cycling company that has already initiated an effort to develop brand

loyalty through the utilization of social networking sites including Facebook and Twitter.

According to Kho (2007), a number of businesses are turning to social networking

because the users are more active and engaged. The social networking platform gives

Giant the ability to speak directly to customers and receive responses in real time. In

addition to responding back to the company, social networking encourages customers to

respond to each other. This customer-to-customer interaction gives customers a certain

degree of comfort with the brand and each other (Doyle, 2007). Moreover, consumers

that are satisfied and familiar with a particular brand are more likely to purchase from

that brand (Doyle, 2007).

Beyond just comfort, users of social networking brand communities often form

emotional bonds with brands and other users (Harridge-March & Quinton, 2009). The

formation of brand communities validates the desire people have to be part of a group or

a purpose larger than him or herself. By Giant defining and forming this community,

Giant is able to direct and fulfill this need for belonging that people have.
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Brand Community

The concept of a brand community is exactly what it sounds like, a community

that has formed because of a shared interest in a particular brand (McAlexander,

Schouten, & Koenig, 2002). Many of the companies that have had success in developing

a brand community have utilized customer experiences and experiential marketing to

develop this community (Schmitt, 1999). In such cases, customers are no longer simply

buying the facts and figures of a particular product; they are buying the promise of an

experience that a particular brand is offering (Schmitt, 1999).

Brands like Jeep and Harley-Davidson have invested heavily in the development

of their brand experience (McAlexander, et al., 2002). Ferrari is another example of a

company that has utilized experience to define their brand. The Ferrari Driving

Experience teaches customers to utilize their automobiles to their full potential while also

giving Ferrari owners the ability to relate to each other (Atwal & Williams, 2009). All of

these companies have moved beyond using brand experience as a mere marketing

campaign. Harley-Davidson, for example, has used their owner group to define both

their brand and their business strategy (Fournier & Lee, 2009). For buyers, the Harley-

Davidson brand is no longer only about the motorcycle itself. It is about the ride, the

people, the freedom, and the ownership experience that Harley-Davidson embodies.

Harley-Davidson's business strategy is to market this owner experience and capitalize on

it.
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Means-end Theory

Many of the previously mentioned concepts, including brand experience driven

owner programs, can be related to Gutman's (1982) means-end theory. According to

means-end theory, consumers have a desired "end" state, and they will purchase and

associate themselves with a variety of "means" in order to reach that state (Gutman,

1982). This theory has been used in a number of industries, specifically in consumer

product related fields, but it is of key interest to marketers looking to align their products

with the particular values and ends that consumers are seeking. For example, when

purchasing toothpaste, consumers hold low priority on the ingredients included in the

toothpaste and hold a high regard for what the toothpaste claims it can do for the

consumer: cleaner teeth, whiter smile, and fresher breath (Gutman, 1982). Means-end

theory, specifically the idea that Giant can align its marketing, products, and people with

the end goals of consumers is the framework for which the Giant Owner (G.O.) Program

is based. The ultimate goal of these strategies is to increase sales from a consistent and

predictable customer base. Giant Bicycles looks to achieve this goal through the use of

brand experiences and social networking to develop a strong and loyal brand community.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this project is to enhance the development of brand loyalty among

customers of Giant Bicycles. As suggested by the literature review, the project will

utilize the concepts of brand experiences, social networking, and brand communities to

deepen this sense of loyalty among Giant's consumers. All of these methods have proved
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useful to leaders in other industries in developing brand loyalty. Although Giant

currently uses some aspects of social networking in its marketing campaign, the proposed

concepts aim to deepen consumer interaction. While Giant currently utilizes both

Facebook and Twitter to highlight new products, racers, and company news, these

methods are solely a "push" type of marketing. Giant only pushes content out but does

not receive consumer interaction and feedback in return. By focusing on the brand

experience, the relationship between Giant and its consumers becomes less about product

and more about being a part of the Giant brand community (Schembri, 2009). The

ultimate goal of the program is to develop a loyal customer base that will help Giant

increase its position as a profitable leader in the cycling industry.

Significance a/the Project

Giant Bicycles is a global company that exists in many markets throughout the

world. The company started in 1972, and moved to the United States in 1987 at which

time they were the 13th ranked brand in the market. Giant's current market position

varies from being the market leader in Australia and Northern Europe, and placing third

in the marketplace in the United States. There are several brands around the globe, and

especially in the United States that challenge Giant as an industry leader. Treks and

Specializede are two of these brands, and with their hefty marketing budgets, and large

retail network, they are able to make a significant impact on consumers in the United

States.
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The significance of the Giant Owner Program cannot be overstated, as it has the

potential to make an impact on consumers in a way that has never been seen in the

bicycle industry. Instead of simply being marketed to, the Giant Owner Program has the

ability to have consumers be part afthe Giant brand. This consumer engagement, and

resulting brand loyalty, will give Giant the ability to surpass the competition and become

the number one bicycle brand in the United States.

Objectives

This project is guided by the following objectives:

I. To create a heightened brand experience that increases Giant Bicycles profitability and

makes Giant the one and only choice for consumer cycling needs

2. To utilize social networking platforms as a means to develop a loyal customer base at

Giant Bicycles and create a framework for future marketing plans

3. To provide consumers with an interactive forum to learn, discuss and communicate

how their cycling experience and the use of bicycles can become an integral part of life

4. To utilize education classes and workshops to develop the Giant Bicycles brand

expenence

5. To promote the networking and interaction of Giant riders

6. To develop the brand experience as an integral part of the Giant sales strategy

7. To support the Giant independent retail network through brand experience

development
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Delimitations, Limitations, and Assumptions

Delimitations

This project is delimited to future purchasers and current owners of Giant brand

bicycles. While the project information could be applicable to other companies and areas

ofrecreation, this project is focused on cyclists who specifically own or are considering

Giant bicycles. Contact with consumers will come through literature included with new

bicycle purchases, word of mouth advertising through existing Giant retailers, the

company Facebook page, and further website development.

Limitations

The complete implementation and development of this project is contingent upon:

I) cooperation and funding from Giant Bicycles, Inc., 2) the support of the Giant retail

network, and 3) access to areas to host consumer rides and events that focus on the ride

experience. The current marketing framework at Giant is in the beginning stages of

development and the time constraints for completing the project and creating the

framework for future marketing plans may impact the success of the project. The project

outcomes carmot be judged on the immediate enrollment of consumers into the Giant

Owner program as consumer loyalty involvement will take time to develop. Effectiveness

of the program will be based on the active involvement of consumers: participating in the

forum, attending workshops and special events, and other Giant Owner special incentive

options.
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Assumptions

It is assumed that consumers will purchase Giant bicycles and register themselves

into the Giant Owner Program. It is also assumed that Giant owners will acknowledge a

value-add in being a part of the Giant Owner program and will participate and take

advantage of features the Giant Owner program offers.

Definition of Terms

Brand community A community that comes into existence because of a product brand

and consists of a consumer's interaction with the company, the

product, and other consumers.

Brand experience "subjective, internal consumer responses (sensations, feelings, and

cognitions) and behavioral responses evoked by brand-related

stimuli that are part ofa brand's design and identity, packaging,

communications, and environments" (Brakus, Sclunitt, and

Brand loyalty

Giant Bicycles

Zarantonello, 2009, p. 53).

Mao (2010) describes people that are brand loyal as " ...faithful

purchasers [who] trend (sic) to pay money for the same brand of

merchandise, and speak highly of its values. What' (sic) more, they

believe that their choice is better than others" (p. 213).

The world's largest manufacturer of quality bicycles based in

Taichung, Taiwan with a United States subsidiary based in

Newbury Park, CA.
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G.O. Program The acronym currently given for the Giant Owner program.

Means-End Theory Theory that states that consumers will associate or purchase

particular activities or goods (means) in order to achieve a

particular goal or value (end).

Retail Network The network of independent Giant Bicycles retailers around the

United States and the world.

Social Networking A consumer or person led platform, which enables people to

Value add

interact and network with each other about a variety oftopics.

Though often found online, in the likes of user forums or

Facebook, this networking can exist in person as well.

An enhancement or modification to a product resulting in an

inherent added value in the eyes of the customer.

The cycling industry, as a whole, is faced with the problem that a large majority

of consumers see bicycles as all the same, regardless of the brand. In the competitive

retail environment, brands, including Giant Bicycles, all seek to [rod a way to

differentiate themselves among a sea of seemingly like products. By employing methods

that have been used in multiple industries (e.g. the car and motorcycle market), Giant has

the ability to help guide and shape their consumer's desires by marketing and talking

about a bicycle, while engaging and developing the experience a consumer will have with

their Giant Bicycle.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The information in this literature review provides a framework to develop a

customer retention program based on experiential marketing for Giant Bicycles. The

following sections are included in this literature review: 1) Introduction, 2) Means-End

Theory, 3) Brand Loyalty, 4) Brand Love, 5) Brand Experience and Experience

Marketing, 6) Social Networking, 7) Brand Communities, and 8) Conclusion.

Companies within the cycling industry struggle to define and differentiate their

products from other seemingly like goods. While the experienced cyclist can identify

particular product attributes that suit them, the average consumer in a cycling retail store

is often bewildered and overwhelmed by the sheer number of options. With a bike

designed for nearly every potential use and specialization, even the well-educated

consumer can become disoriented.

Bicycle companies have realized the seeming similarity of their products and are

in a constant battle to highlight and differentiate their bicycles on the sales floor. Frame

designs, colors, graphics, and specifications are in a near constant state of flux from year

to year in order to suit the needs of specific markets. Sales programs and contests are
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continually being developed in order to try to capture the attention of retail sales people.

This effort is doubled when factoring in consumer marketing. Despite the money that is

consistently spent on these programs, marketing efforts have a tendency to fall flat by not

being implemented fully, correctly, or effectively at the retail level.

The importance of product design and sales programs can often be trumped by a

strong brand image. People will often buy inferior products from brands with which they

have a connection. Ideally a company will be most successful with marketing if it can

align superior products with a strong brand image. The brand development and customer

retention concepts explored in this chapter are critical for the future growth and

development of many businesses, especially ones in seemingly commoditized industries

like the cycling industry.

Means-End Theory

The study of people's buying patterns and why they make a particular purchase

was the foundation of Gutman's (1982) means-end theory. Gutman (1982) argues that

consumers will utilize a variety of "means" (products or actions), in order to achieve a

particular "ends," or state of being. Each consumer's product-use is dictated by the

desired consequences that each consumer associates with a particular product or activity.

This enables marketers to align brands and products with the particular values that

consumers are seeking (Gutman, 1982).

Means-end theory has been used to evaluate motivators for a variety of consumer

products and services from toothpaste, as used in Gutman's (1982) study, to ski
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destination choices (Klenosky, Gengler, & Mulvey, 1993). In the ski area study,

Klenosky et al. (1993) notes that a ski area might be described by how many expert trails

it has. This description has the potential to exert a positive influence on some people and

a negative infl uence on others, depending on the particular values they associate with

their ski experience.

Means-end theory is also applicable to the cycling industry where the end goals of

each consumer may be different. One may be trying to win a world championship while

another may only be looking for a simple transportation solution to commute to work.

Ultimately, though, the means by which each consumer is looking to achieve these ends

is through one common method, a bicycle. In the development of a consumer retention

program, it is important to acknowledge the goals and needs of the consumer while

defining the commonalities of means and values between all cyclists. It is also important

to make the program individualized and intriguing enough for people to become

involved.

Brand Loyalty

The choice of purchasing a specific brand over an extended period of time is

known as brand loyalty, and it is a main factor affecting consumer purchases (Mao,

20 I0). By gaining the brand loyalty of a consumer, companies are gaining the intention

of consumers to purchase from them in the future (Khan, 2009). This intention, whether

conscious or not, is a valuable asset to any business and is a key goal of many marketing

programs (Khan, 2009).
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Brand loyalty is of key importance to many companies and their marketing

programs for a number of reasons. Faithful customers not only continually purchase a

company's products, but they are also far more likely to become positive brand advocates

(Mao, 20 I0). This word of mouth advertising is more likely to result in future loyal

customers, and it is becoming an increasingly important factor given the exponential

growth of social networking (Mao, 20 I0).

Loyal customers are less sensitive to price due to the fact that they fully believe in

the brand and the product (Mao, 20 I0). An example of decreased price sensitivity is that

customers frequently pay a premium for Apple branded computer products. Companies

also recognize that it is more cost effective to focus their marketing efforts on established

loyal customers than to continually build a new customer base (Mao, 20 I0).

Additionally, due to the global nature of the marketplace, the development ofloyal

customers around the world certainly adds to the global strength of a brand (Mao, 2010).

A number of bicycle companies exist on a global platform, but few are truly

successful or lead in every market they enter. The development of both a retail network

and a customer base are crucial for brands to expand into these new markets. Eisingerich

and Rubera (20 I0) completed a study examining how culture and nationalism affected

company strategy for brand and customer development. Their results showed that while

some elements of brand development are easily transferrable from one culture to another,

there are others that require significant alteration when moving between cultures

(Eisingerich & Rubera, 20 I0). As a result, it can sometimes be an ineffective use of

company resources to try to force a brand development strategy upon a culture without
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the knowledge of what works and what doesn't in that particular culture (Eisingerich &

Rubera, 2010).

An example of this cultural difference is illustrated in Eisingerich and Rubera's

(2010) finding that companies were more successful in developing a give and take

relationship with customers in cultures that were more collectivist and long-term

oriented. A Chinese sample was used as an example of a collectivist and long-term

oriented culture, while a sample based in the United Kingdom was used to represent the

individualist and short-term oriented culture (Eisingerich & Rubera, 2010). Cultural

differences are certainly something to take into consideration in the development of a

global customer relationship marketing program for a global brand like Giant Bicycles.

Although Giant Bicycles' main company is located in Taiwan, it is helpful that most of

the global markets have separate sales companies that can better focus on cultural

differences.

Brand Love

Being loyal to a brand is often not enough for some companies or for some

people. Beyond brand loyalty is the contemporary idea of 'brand love' (Bergkvist &

Bech-Larsen, 2010). As the name implies, it is when brand loyalty is so strong that a

love is actually developed for a brand and its products (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010).

Much like love, brand love is unpredictable and managing it can be difficult (Bergkvist &

Bech-Larsen, 20 I0). The concept of brand love is relatively new therefore little is known

about what causes it. Bergkvist and Bech-Larsen (2010) found that both brand

identification and sense of community are precursors to brand love. In other words, when
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companies make an effort to target the development of brand identification and a sense of

community for their consumers, they are inadvertently also developing a sense of brand

love (Bergkvist & Bech-Larsen, 2010).

There is certainly need for more research into this concept, but the development

of brand love, particularly focused on creating a sense of community, is of key interest to

this project. Following an examination of how other companies have developed brand

communities, Giant Bicycles can use the lessons learned in the development of their own

brand community.

Brand Experience

In order to develop brand loyalty and a sense of community, it important to first

understand how consumers experience brands. Brakus, Schmitt, and Zarantonello (2009)

aimed to study brand experience and the effect it had on loyalty. The experience of a

brand is felt, not just in the product itself, but in the marketing of it, the product purchase,

the shopping, and of course the consumption or usage of the product (Brakus et aI.,

2009). Brakus et al. (2009) noted that brand experience is actually the consumer

response to a variety of brand-associated stimuli such as Nike with their swish logo or

Coca Cola with their signature red color. As presented by Brakus et al. (2009), these

consumer responses are subjective responses to external stimuli, and a scale was

developed to measure these subjective responses. The study helped develop the Brand

Experience Scale, which has been used by marketers to gauge the effectiveness of the

development of their brand experience strategy (Brakus et aI., 2009). Following the
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development of the Brand Experience Scale, the study tested two main hypotheses. The

first being whether brand experience positively affected customer satisfaction, and the

second, whether brand experience positively affected consumer loyalty (Brakus et aI.,

2009). The study found that brand experience had positive effects on both customer

satisfaction and consumer loyalty (Brakus et al., 2009). This positive effect on brand

loyalty is precisely why brand experience is an integral part of the consumer retention

program for Giant Bicycles.

Experience Marketing

Experience marketing has also become another means for brands to advance their

marketing plans. The concept of experiential learning provides much of the basis for

experiential marketing. Experiential learning holds that by having a hands-on

experience, participants become fully engaged, motivated, and ultimately have a richer

learning experience (Young, 2002). While the study presented by Young (2002)

primarily had to do with marketing education, the connection with marketing itself is an

easy one. According to the Young (2002) study, when people are engaged with the

products they are using, particularly in a learning environment, they are much more likely

to develop a connection with those products and the brands associated with them.

Schmitt (1999) showed that experiential marketing is really a departure from what

he called "traditional marketing." Traditional marketing relies on rational consumers

who are concerned with the facts and figures of the products they are purchasing

(Schmitt, 1999). While consumers are certainly still concerned about these product
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details, particularly in the cycling industry, they are no longer the sole decision factor for

consumer purchases. Brands, and the experiences associated with those brands, are what

many customers are now purchasing (Sclunitt, 1999). A holistic consumer experience,

accomplished through a combination of marketing, packaging, shopping, product, and

ultimately usage is the new norm for consumers that buy not only with their rational

thoughts, but with their emotions as well (Schmitt, 1999).

One of the ways in which consumers develop these experiences is through

relating to other consumers with similar experiences (Schmitt, 1999). Schmi tt (1999)

notes that Harley-Davidson and their customer base is a prime example of consumers

relating to each other through experiences. With customers that are fully dedicated to

their company, their brand, and the lifestyle they promote, Harley-Davidson has done a

tremendous job of experiential marketing by getting their customers to relate to each

other (Schmitt, 1999). Further examination of how Harley-Davidson combines

relationship marketing and brand communities is discussed later in this chapter.

Motorcycles, bicycles, and designer clothing, are all items that can be considered

luxury items. Many such items are purchased with emotion, rather than utility, as the

major influencing factor. Atwal and Williams (2009) made the point that the purchase of

luxury items is really all about the experience. The consumption of these Iuxury goods

gives buyers a way to define themselves and also provides them with a sense of

belonging (Atwal & Williams, 2009).

Beyond giving customers a sense of belonging, Atwal and Williams (2009) point

out that education is another component of the experiential marketing plan. Using the

Ferrari Driving Experience as an example, they discuss how customers learn the driving
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and performance capabilities of their automobiles, in addition to making relations with

other Ferrari owners (Atwal & Williams, 2009). Relating this to the cycling industry, the

argument can be made that the bicycle buyers experience should not end once they leave

the retail store. Bicycle companies and their retail partners should be offering consumers

the opportunity to not only learn about their bicycles and their usage, but also to form

communities with other cyclists.

Experiential marketing discourages the one-way buyer/seller relationship that

companies formerly had with their customers and instead encourages an open dialogue so

brands can develop a meaningful relationship with their clients (Jackson, 2009). This

relationship not only strengthens the brand loyalty that consumers have, but it also allows

companies to develop products and solutions that best suit customers needs rather than

just give them something to buy (Jackson, 2009). The ultimate purpose of experiential

marketing is for a company to develop a relationship with its customers and retain them,

rather than needing to continuously market to new customers (Harker & Egan, 2006).

Social Networking

As companies look to develop relationships with their customers, they are also

learning to develop relationships with themselves and their employees. Companies like

EMC (an IT company) and AT&T are utilizing Facebook, Linkedln, and private social

networking sites for recruiting and to capture knowledge from their current employees

that can help better the company as a whole (Roberts, 20 10). This type of interaction is

being further extended to the consumer/company relationship (Roberts, 2010).
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Social networking provides the platform for customers to feel in-touch with the

company, but also to build relationships with other users. From the cycling industry

perspective, this could entail feedback on bicycles sent directly to the company,

promotions from the company direct to the consumer, and the opportunity for consumers

to meet other cyclists, develop relationships, and ride together. Though seemingly

singular events by themselves, they synergistically combine to develop a strong sense of

brand loyalty in customers.

Kho (2007) notes that businesses are turning towards social networking sites due

to the fact that the users of these sites are truly active and engaged in what they are doing.

An example is given by a computer software firm that notes they are more likely to get

quicker responses to software bugs through connected users of an online forum than by

customers calling in reports (Kho, 2007). Perhaps this is due to the fact that with online

social networking consumers are able to choose their level of involvement and

engagement, yet still have their input heard. Harridge-March and Quinton (2009) also

make the point that the rise of social networking may be due to consumers feeling

comfortable with the forms of communication they use in the workplace, like email or

online conferences. Whatever the cause for the rapid rise of electronic social networks,

they certainly encourage the engagement of customers, and from that engagement can

come comfort with the brand and eventually brand loyalty.

It is a valid question to ask whether it really matters if a consumer is comfortable

with a brand. The answer to this question comes from Doyle (2007), who notes that

consumers tend to buy from brands with which they have a sense of comfort. One of the

few influencers that is more powerful than being comfortable with a brand is word-of-
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mouth marketing (Doyle, 2007). Much of this word-of-mouth marketing takes place

through social networking. While many companies are certainly becoming more actively

involved in social networking, it is far from peak usage. As young people, who were

early adopters of the social networking movement, advance into the workforce and

develop as consumers, we are likely to see a spike in the usage of social networking as a

marketing platform (Doyle, 2007).

Okazaki (2009) conducted a study to determine the effectiveness of word-of-

mouth marketing through adolescents and their social networking. Though the study was

specific to adolescent mobile phone users, it highlighted not only the success of this viral,

word-of-mouth marketing campaign, but also that such a campaign, spread through

structural social networks, can be applicable across many industries (Okasaki, 2009).

With word-of-mouth marketing turning a corner with the growth of social networking,

the media through which it is implemented is becoming more diverse. Similar to the

Okazaki study, Perey (2008) points out that the number of mobile users continues to

grow worldwide, as does the number of people that use their mobile devices for social

network purposes. With the prevalence of the iPhone, Blackberries, iPads, and a host of

other devices with the ability to readily connect to applications like Facebook and

Twitter, the ability for consumers to stay in constant contact with their online

communities is tremendous.

These online communities are really what the concept of social networking is all

about. They are a place where users with similar interests can form not only mental and

emotional bonds with brands, but also with each other (Harridge-March & Quinton,

2009). New users to online communities are able to observe in the background until they
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are ready to participate, while regular users can practice their loyalty by offering

comments and advice to others (Harridge-March & Quinton, 2009). This concept is not

limited to online communities, but also extends to brand communities.

Brand Communities

Communities can be built around a number of different factors. The most

common use of the word community is when it is refers to a place where people live. In

that case it is referring to the geographic positioning of its members (McAlexander,

Schouten, & Koenig, 2002). Communities might also be organized around groups of like

users, such as a local soccer, hiking, or fly fishing club (McAlexander et a!., 2002).

Brand communities, as the name implies, are communities of people that have come

together because of a common interest in a particular brand (McAlexander et a!., 2002).

A stellar example is the Harley Owner Group (H.O.G.). When a Harley is purchased, a

consumer is immediately inducted into a brand community with exclusive access to

benefits, events, discounts, and, more importantly, the consumer is connected to hundreds

of thousands of other Harley Owners around the world.

However, it is important to guide the development of a brand community in order

to ensure it does not take on a mind of its own (McWilliam, 2000). An example ofa

brand community taking on a mind of its own is the Hells Angels group and their

association with Harley-Davidson motorcycles (McWilliam, 2000). While this is an

extreme example of a brand community, or club, altering the perception of a brand, it

nevertheless makes the point that communities, unchecked, can have potentially
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disastrous effects on a brand (McWilliam, 2000). Harley-Davidson is a great example of

how brand communities can both go wrong and be altered, and also take a company to

new heights.

Introduced in 1983, the Harley-Davidson Owners Group (H.O.G.) has spread

worldwide as a social organization for Harley owners (Schembri, 2009). Their focus on

building a loyal customer base has defined their brand and propelled them to become a

global powerhouse (Fournier & Lee, 2009). Harley-Davidson used their owners group as

an entire business strategy, not just a clever marketing campaign (Fournier & Lee, 2009).

They relied on their community members to help shape their brand into what it is and

what it continues to evolve into (Fournier & Lee, 2009).

Another brand that has created a strong brand community is Jeep. McAlexander et

al. (2002) focused their research efforts on Jeep and Jeep owners, and found similar

characteristics to that of Harley-Davidson. Camp Jeep and Jeep Jamboree are two events

that the Chrysler Corporation hosts for Jeep brand owners (McAlexander et aI., 2002).

These communities, while more temporary in nature than their Harley-Davidson

counterparts, provide both the opportunity for Chrysler executives and designers to work

with their brand owners and for their brand owners to build meaningful connections with

each other (McAlexander et aI., 2002). While every attendee at the event may have their

own motives for being there initially, the connections made at these events help to make

their Jeep a part of who they are, not just a car they drive (McAlexander et aI., 2002).

Entry into organizations like the Harley-Davidson owners group is relatively

simple. With the purchase of a new product, the buyer is granted free admission to the

group for a period of one year (Schembri, 2009). After the first year, members can
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choose to extend their membership for approximately $60 per year (Schembri, 2009).

There are also local chapters ofthe Harley Owners Group, which are created in

association with the local Harley-Davidson retailer (Schembri, 2009). This tie to a local

retailer is extremely important as it gives group members an outlet where they can

purchase Harley-related items. This turns the group from being more than j ust an

appreciation group, to being a profit source for the company. In developing a program

like this in the cycling industry, the challenge will certainly be to develop the dealer

network enough so that they can assist in implementing a program like this at the ground

floor level.

Schembri (2009) makes the point that the Harley-Davidson brand experience

comes from the social interaction members experience with one another. Beyond the loud

pipes and the Harley emblem, the interaction becomes less about product and more about

relationships and community (Schembri, 2009). Moving beyond product and towards

experience creates the brand loyalty companies are looking for. Education, experience,

and relationships are the foundation upon which Jeep and Harley-Davidson have built

their programs, and that can certainly translate well into the cycling industry. While

product and product development will continue to be important, the sole focus on product

and price will ultimately result in neither the company nor the consumer being fulfilled.

Conclusion

Bicycles sometimes have a tendency to be a commodity product. The issue that

follows for a bicycle company is that they are relying solely on shop sales associates to
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differentiate and sell their products. The reliance on another party to determine one's

future is no way to plan and run a viable long-term business. Giant Bicycles wants

customers that do not just want a bicycle; they want customers that want a Giant bicycle.

In order for Giant Bicycles to surpass the industry, it is important for them to identify

their consumer's values and see how those values affect their purchasing patterns and

brand loyalty.

The sheer variety of available recreation experiences is massive, as is the variety

of recreation products that cater to those experiences. Unlike the purchasing of a

consumer product like an iPod, which people buy for the express purpose oflistening to

music, the purchase of a recreational product like a bicycle can be precipitated by a

variety of consumer goals. Whether it is commuting to work, riding for fitness, or

competing in a race, the goals and values for each consumer are different. Means-end

theory is precisely the method for which personal values and goals cannot only be

determined, but can also be actualized. This connection of values, or ends, with a

consumer's use and selection of products, or means, is important for Giant to identify

how to enhance their business and marketing practices.

We can certainly see some common threads throughout these studies of brand

loyalty and experiential marketing. What comes to mind immediately is that customers

are seeking a sense of belonging for the products they buy and the brands they buy from.

Furthermore, customers are seeking not just something to buy, but also to have a

relationship with the brand and with other customers. It is crucial that Giant develop a

sense of community around its bicycles and the brand if it is to become the global leader

in the cycling industry. While attempts are currently being made to do so through social
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networking channels, greater potential exists. By utilizing the potential of experiential

learning, education, and marketing, Giant can engage their customers with the brand and

determine their own destiny as an industry leader.
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Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

Developing brand loyal customers is a key part of Giant's marketing efforts. In a

world of increased competition, brand loyal customers have more predictable purchasing

habits. Giant's goal is to be the one and only cycling solution for consumers. The Giant

Owner (G.O.) Program will assist Giant Bicycles in meeting this goal through targeting

current and future Giant bicycle owners. A warranty registration procedure will be

implemented and consumers will register to receive interactive communications from

Giant and become a part ofthe Giant Owner Network. Three components will be created

to support the Giant Owner Program: I) an online forum, 2) exclusive Giant owner

events, and 3) an HTML e-mail marketing campaign. This program will be utilized to

create a reciprocal relationship with consumers both through marketing to them and

receiving feedback from them resulting in brand loyal customers and repeat customer

sales.
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Project Design

The project design was guided by a set of objectives specific to developing the

Giant Owner Program and a set of objectives aimed at the participants in the G.O.

Program.

Objectives Specific to Development of the Giant Owner Program

Objective 1: Completed review of literature to obtain background information on

methods to develop brand loyalty. Literature review of other companies and their

efforts to foster brand loyalty was examined.

Objective 2: Examined current strategies that exist by Giant US and other Giant

sales companies to analyze whether existing strategies fit with the Giant Owner

program model.

a. Collaborated with Giant Global marketing manager to understand

strategies implemented in the US and other countries.

Objective 3: Utilized information gathered to develop the website format and

content.

a. Worked with Giant Bicycles warranty department and legal counsel to

develop warranty registration procedures.
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b. Worked with Giant Global IT group to create the warranty registration

process and website for owners to register.

c. Worked with Giant Global IT group to create and implement an

interactive website forum for the Giant Owner program.

Objectives Achieved by Participants

Objective 1: Develop greater understanding and appreciation for Giant Bicycles

and products.

Objective 2: Gain a community of like-minded riders and friends.

Objective 3: Develop skills and participate in unique experiences through Giant

supported events.

Background of Participating Agency

Giant Bicycles was founded in 1972 as a bicycle manufacturer. Over the last four

decades, Giant grew beyond its manufacturing roots to become the largest producer of

quality bicycles in the world. With more than 12,000 retail partners worldwide, Giant's

goal is to inspire adventure in all riders, from casual to competitive. Giant aims to be a

trusted friend on every road, path and trail and is proud to be a part of each Giant owner's

cycling experience. In an effort to become more competitive in a rapidly diversifying

industry, Giant has sought ways to differentiate itself from the multitude of companies

that purchasers choose from when selecting a bicycle.
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Target Population

As a result of this project, a Giant Owner participation program will be developed

and implemented. The purpose of the program is to utilize information regarding owner

purchasing habits to better inform marketing strategy. The goal is to create an experience

for consumers of all ages, ability levels and interests to connect to the brand and become

a loyal Giant customer where they will want to choose Giant bicycles over other brands

based on their experience.

The target population for this project includes new, current and potential

purchasers of Giant bicycles. Additionally, an expanded target population includes

participants' friends, family, and acquaintances of Giant Owner group members. Word of

mouth advertising is the strongest form of consumer recommendations. Through this

extended network recommendation process, friends and family are key to the growth of

the Giant Owner Program, which is fueled by honest consumer recommendations by

G.O. Program members.

Procedural Steps for Project Completion

I. Completed review of literature to obtain background information on methods to

develop brand loyalty. The literature review examined other companies and their

efforts to foster brand loyalty.

2. Outlined project scope to include specific goals for the Giant Owner program.
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a. Discussed goals for the Giant Ownership program (G.O.) with the Giant

Bicycles global marketing team and receive input and feedback regarding

the program outline and description (Appendix A)

b. Giant Bicycles detailed strategies that are currently being used by Giant

sales organizations in other countries.

c. Worked with Giant Bicycles to determine what value added content is

currently available for use in this program.

d. Developed additional content including consumer social network content,

warranty and registration requirements that are to be added to the Owner's

Manual (Appendix B), and consumer event ideas.

3. Created website flow chart and content descriptions. (Appendix C)

a. Consumer Warranty/Registration (Appendix D)

b. Demo schedule

c. Ride map (Map My Ride) - show rides owners have ridden, share with

others and plan future rides.

4. Developed consumer forum (both regional and topical) (Appendix E)

a. Defined topics and subject headings (Appendix F)

5. Proposed securing a web address for the Giant Owner program.

a. Advised the Giant global team regarding technical development of the

website and suggested website launch at the end of the project proposal.

b. Giant Bicycles will be responsible for transferring existing marketing

content.

6. The project proposal will be submitted to Giant Bicycles.
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a. The implementation of the G.O. program will be dependent on the Giant

global team adoption of the program outline.

7. Actual consumer registration will not occur under the scope of this project.

a. Consumer registration will only happen if and when Giant Bicycles

decides to implement this project.

8. Actual implementation of the website design and content proposal will not occur

under the scope of this project.

a. Website launch will only happen if and when Giant Bicycles decides to

implement the G.O. Program.

9. Evaluation of the G.O. Program is at the discretion of Giant Bicycles upon

implementation and review of the program design.

Role of the Project Agency

Giant is an industry leader that struggles with consumer retention. An ultra-

competitive market and flat growth of cycling consumers has created a need to retain

customers currently in the industry. The concept of an experience based marketing

program came about through witnessing the success of this approach in other industries.

Giant wants a gauge, other than increased sales to determine whether marketing is

affecting what consumers are buying.

Giant will support the G.O. Project with advisement of the US and global sales

and marketing teams. Should the project be implemented, Giant will provide information,
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technology support and marketing resources to follow project through to completion (A.

Le, personal communication, November 8, 2011).

Site Determination

Giant bicycles are distributed through independent retailers across the country.

Given the variety of locations where Giant Bicycles are purchased, it is critical to create

one consolidated place where all consumers can register and participate in a national

program. An online tool is the most convenient platform as a virtual meeting place for all

Giant owners. The program will be rolled out at independent retailers and consumers will

then be able to register online.

Instruments

Within the scope of this project, two instruments will be used in proposing the

Giant Owner program to Giant Bicycles international team. The G.O. Program flow chart

(Appendix G) will include a consumer warranty and registration process, a demo

schedule for consumers to attend and tryout new products/bicycles, and a ride map for

consumers to share rides and riding areas. In the development plan for the consumer

forum (Appendix D), there will be suggested topics of interest (e.g. bicycle advocacy), a

regional forum template for each region of the United States, a ride reports section, future

trips and ride plans from consumers, race coverage, and information and tips for

commuting and advocacy.
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Funding Sources

Though no funding will be immediately applied in the development process,

should Giant Bicycles choose to implement the proposed Giant Owner program, Giant

Bicycles will provide funding to implement the program. Completion of the proposal is

not contingent on funding.

Estimation for the annual budget was determined from cost analysis of similar

expenses in existing programs as well as discussions with the Global Marketing and Sales

teams at Giant Bicycles. An estimated cost of implementation is listed below:

G.O. Program Manager $ 60,000
Estimated Cost:

Website Design $ 20,000
Demonstration Vehicle & Trailer $ 60,000
Demonstration Stock $100,000
Demonstration Truck Employee $ 40,000
Travel Allowance $ 50,000
Annual Event Budget $170,000
Estimated Annual Budget: $500,000

Project Timetable

Initial discussions and literature review for the proposed project began with Giant

Global Marketing team in August 2010. The proposal for implementation was completed

and prepared for presentation to Giant Bicycles in March 2012. Implementation of the

Giant Owner program is dependent on Giant Bicycles.
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Chapter 4

THE PROJECT

The G.O. Program

The Giant Owner (G. 0.) Program, a consumer experience program focused on

developing brand loyal customers, looks to engage owners of Giant Bicycles as never

before seen in the bicycle industry. There will be several facets to the program, the

majority of which will be housed online in order to facilitate consumer interaction. The

G.O. Program website will be the central 'base camp' for consumers. By enrolling as a

member of the G.O. Program, Giant Bicycle owners will have exclusive access to

additional content on the website, including the ability to register their bicycle for a

lifetime frame warranty, connect with other Giant Bicycle owners via an online forum

(Appendix H) where they are able to plan trips and rides with others. They will also be

able to learn about exclusive G.O. Program events and demos (Appendix I), sign up for

learning workshops (e.g. basic bicycle maintenance workshops), and be aware of ride

opportunities. In short, it will be the point where consumers begin to develop their user

experience with Giant
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The website is the critical tool to create the value add for the consumer. For the

purposes of this proposal, "value add" is defined as an enhancement or modification to a

product that adds an inherent value in the eyes of the consumer. Value adds are important

because they give consumers the opportunity to engage and connect to both the Giant

brand and the G.O. Program. The G.O. Program is a series of value adds for the

consumer that provides the brand experience and creates brand loyalty. Value adds come

in a multitude offorms and options with a variety of choices. While the G.O. Program

will define the format in which Giant Bicycles will interact with consumers, each G.O.

Program participant will be able to use the tools available to define their own brand

expenence.

Registration Process

Upon the purchase of a new bicycle, consumers will be prompted through

literature provided (Appendix B) at purchase and through the sales experience at the

bicycle retailer to register their new bicycle serial number on the G.O. Program website.

By going to the G.O. Program website and registering their serial number, consumers will

be able to activate a lifetime frame warranty, as well as automatically enter themselves in

the G.O. Program when they complete the registration form (Appendix D). At this point,

they will be able to set up their user profile and preferences to determine their level of

involvement with the G.O. Program. This direct-to-consumer interaction will give Giant

Bicycle owners a direct line to the company, which represents a new opportunity to
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dialogue with the company and create a consumer to brand relationship. This is a value-

add that Giant Bicycle owners have never previously had.

From Giant's perspective, the warranty registration process gives three key value

add-ons. The first is the ability to directly capture marketing information such as

consumer contact information, purchase information, and user preferences. The

registration process also creates a direct tie between Giant and consumers. This gives

Giant more direct access to specifically tailor marketing messages to particular

consumers. The second key value-add is the ability to track retail sell-through

information from Giant's independent retailer network. Because the channel that Giant

Bicycles are sold through is only through independent bicycle retailers, Giant does not

have the ability to collect information about when and how bicycles are sold out of retail

stores. The only information that Giant can currently track is when the bicycle was

manufactured, when the bicycle was shipped to Giant warehouses, and when the bicycle

was finally shipped to an independent retailer. Through the G.O. Program, Giant will be

able to track the full sell-through of a bicycle and better understand market trending

information. The third key value-add is the ability to track warranty registration

information to lessen the financial loss of the warranty redemption process.

The registration process is the enrollment tool that will initiate Giant owners into

the brand experience and will likely result in increased brand loyalty. From filling out the

G.O. profile to Giant being able to capture direct consumer marketing information, the

registration process is the beginning of building brand loyalty through the program. The

profile (See example in Appendix J) that a bicycle owner would be asked to fill out

includes basic contact information, the type of bicycle purchased, location of purchase,
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and the purchase price. Consumers will also be asked to provide information on their

riding and bicycle preferences including what type of riding they enjoy, what

opportunities they would like to take advantage of through the G.O. program events,

educational clinics, and preferences on contact frequency by Giant via e-mail.

EducationalContponent

Information gathered during the Giant owner registration process will provide a

means for Giant's marketing department to communicate product and event information

as well as plan events that Giant owners may be interested in based on the preferences

listed in their consumer profiles. Atwal and Williams (2009) state that, to a buyer, the

purchase of an item is all about experience. Beyond the experience, Atwal and Williams

(2009) also note that education is another piece of the experiential marketing plan.

Education adds a facet of open dialogue for a brand to create and develop a relationship

with their consumers. Developing a relationship with consumers through events, clinics,

races, and rides strengthens the brand loyalty that consumers have and also allows Giant

to develop products and solutions to suit customer needs (Jackson, 2009).

Through the G.O. Program, Giant will create a series of consumer facing events.

These events will be multi-faceted and will allow for consumers to learn more about their

bicycles, build skills, and connect with other Giant Bicycle owners around the world.

Through larger scale consumer events (Appendix K), learn-to-ride clinics (Appendix L),

community cycling events (Appendix I), and presentations (Appendix M) the Giant brand

experience will be solidified. There will be many different types of consumers at each
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Giant Owner cycling event. Events will cover a variety of topics to encourage every

Giant Bicycle owner to participate. In order to have a product tie-in, Giant will do

exclusive Giant Owner product launches and provide opportunities for Giant Owners to

experience a new products first. The Giant Owner educational component will create

opportunities for Giant Owners to learn and connect with Giant Bicycles, other

consumers, the product, and the cycling lifestyle. For Giant, this is an opportunity to

identify the brand with being an integral part of the cycling experience.

Giant Owner Forum

Giant Bicycles already utilizes Twitter and Facebook to promote products to

consumers. This somewhat limits Giant as it only allows for the pushing of content out

but does not allow for consumer-to-consumer interaction or for the consumer to interact

with Giant Bicycles. For the Giant Owner Program, the current social network tools will

be utilized but the G.O. Program will add an additional social network component

through the Giant Owner Forum (Appendix H).

This outlet for consumer connection will be organized by topic so that consumers

can connect with other Giant Owners on subjects and events that are of interest

specifically to them. Consumers will have the ability to connect online and view partial

profiles of other Giant Owners and will also be able to search and look up information on

other owners in a particular area to plan rides and/or meet in person. Consumers will be

able to search archived online discussions from topics listed, such as bicycle performance

information, and have online discussions about what they are interested in with regards to
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their bicycle, travel, riding, and other topics listed. The Giant Owner Forum will be a

place for Giant Owners to connect on their terms, express their interests, and create their

own experience while allowing Giant to see trends and gauge interest levels in products.

Website Development

The Giant Owner Website Flow Chart (Appendix C), will provide a visual

process to Giant illustrating what needs to be added to the website to support the G.O.

Program (Appendix D). When a member ofthe Giant Owner Program logs into the

website, they will have a personalized dashboard as their home screen (see Appendix H

for example). This dashboard will provide direction to all content for Giant Owner

Program members. The dashboard will contain warranty information for each owner, a

demo and clinic schedule/calendar, a contact list for other G.O. Program members, as

well as a connection with Strava and/or Map My Ride, which are GPS based riding

mapping programs, so that members can track their rides and training progress. The

dashboard will also provide information on upcoming Giant Owner program events, such

as consumer demos, group rides, new product launches, and rider education

opportunities. In addition, it will provide direct access into a consumer's account with

Giant where they can make purchases directly from Giant Bicycles' website, and pick

these purchases up at their local retailer.

Giant Bicycles will secure a unique website domain for the G.O. program that

will rest (link) on the Giant Bicycles main website homepage. It is recommended that the

website be launched in conjunction with the launch of the G.O. Program implementation.
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Giant Bicycles marketing team will be responsible for transferring existing marketing

content to the Giant Owner Forum.

The Giant warranty department and legal counsel will be consulted to develop

warranty registration procedures. In order to maximize enrollment in the G.O. program,

Giant's legal counsel will be consulted to determine if Giant can require people to

activate their warranty registration online for the warranty to be valid. Giant will need to

maintain constant contact with legal counsel to limit Giant's exposure and liability in

hosting G.O. Program events and to maintain privacy and sensitivity in collecting

personal data from each consumer. Consumers will need to sign an electronic

waiver/hold harmless agreement in order to participate in the program. Giant will provide

the forum for people to connect and discuss relevant topics with regards to their Giant

bicycle experience but Giant will not necessarily endorse the discussion content. It is

recommended that legal counsel check with other industry leading companies such as

Harley-Davidson and Jeep to utilize some of the methods and information that comprise

their consumer retention programs.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Procedures

The agency in which the project will be implemented is Giant Bicycles. Giant

Bicycles, being the largest bicycle manufacturer in the world, is seeking to develop brand

loyal customers through a consumer experience marketing program. The target

population for this project will include new, current, and potential purchasers of Giant

bicycles. Additionally, an expanded target population will include friends, family, and

acquaintances of a member ofthe Giant Owner group.

The Giant Owner Program is initiated with consumer purchase of a Giant bicycle.

With every new bike purchase, a consumer is asked to register their new bike serial

number. From there, the information is submitted to Giant's marketing department and

the owner is enrolled in the Giant Owner Program. The consumer will have the option to

choose their communication preferences and provide lifestyle details or, if they prefer,

opt out of the program.

Once in the program, Giant consumers will be able to connect with other Giant

owners locally and around the world with the ability to plan rides, events, and compare
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products and riding tips. Giant will also communicate product and event information as

well as plan Giant Owner Program events including product launches, demo rides, in

store clinics, and skill development workshops exclusive to members of the Giant Owner

Program.

Procedural Steps for Project Completion

This proposal, in its entirety, will be submitted to Giant Bicycles for

implementation. The actual implementation of the G.O. Program will be dependent on

the Giant US team adopting the program outline. Giant Global will be using Giant USA

as a test market to see whether the G.O. Program is an effective marketing tool.

Therefore, the Giant US management team needs to be in full support of implementing

this program in the United States market. This US test market will be used to develop the

framework for a global program and can easily be duplicated in other Giant sales

companies throughout the world.

Consumer registration will only occur if and when the Giant US management

team decides to implement the program. In addition, website design and content

development will not occur under the scope of this project and will only be developed

upon the approval and decision of the Giant US management team. This project simply

describes the formula and suggestions for the development of the G.O. Program and key

components that are to be implemented.
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Needs Assessment

The development of brand loyalty is one of the most critical goals of many

marketing programs (Khan, 2009). Developing brand loyal customers is a key pari of

Giant's marketing efforts, which helps in predicting future business and production plans.

The purpose of this project is to enhance the development of brand loyalty among the

customers of Giant Bicycles. As suggested by the literature review, the project will

utilize the concepts of brand experiences, social networking, and brand communities to

deepen this sense ofloyalty among Giant's consumers.

All of these methods have proven useful to leaders in others industries in trying to

develop brand loyalty. Although Giant currently uses some aspects of social networking

in its marketing campaign, the proposed concepts will deepen customer interaction. By

focusing on the brand experience, the relationship between Giant and its consumers

becomes less about product and more about being a part of the Giant brand community

(Schembri, 2009). The ultimate goal of the program is to develop a loyal customer base

that will help Giant increase its position as a profitable leader in the cycling industry.

Although no needs assessment procedure was implemented, the understanding of

brand loyalty and experiential marketing development instigated discussions with the

marketing department to implement a consumer benefit program. The need was

determined through work completed as a Giant Bicycle employee and due diligence with

the Global Marketing department. Developing brand loyal customers is a key part of

Giant's marketing efforts, which helps in predicting future business and production plans.

By focusing on the brand experience, the relationship between Giant and its consumers
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becomes less about product and more about being a part of the Giant brand community

(Schembri, 2009). The ultimate goal of the program is to develop a loyal customer base

that will help Giant increase its position as a profitable leader in the cycling industry.

The challenge of implementing a needs assessment prior to the implementation of

the project is that approximately 1,000 independent retailers in the United States support

Giant Bicycles. As all of these retailers are independent businesses, Giant does not have

access to their customer lists and therefore has no way to implement a needs assessment

with consumers. The goal of this program is to gain a connection with consumers and

through that connection Giant Bicycles is able to implement a future needs assessment to

further the development of the G.O. Program.

For the purposes of this project, the components of this program were developed

through information gathered in a literature review, through inquiry of what has taken

place in other industries, and from multiple years of experience as an active cyclist and

working within the bicycle industry. Feedback from other Giant employees and speaking

with consumers and Giant retailers, there is clear support for a program such as the

proposed G.O. Program and discussions with each group has assisted in the development

ofthe G.O. Program components. Once the G.O. Program is implemented, consumers

will be prompted during the G.O. Program registration process to complete a needs

assessment tool (Appendix N), which will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of current

program offerings as well as solicit suggestions to aid in further program development.
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Instruments

Within the scope of this project, two instruments will be used in proposing the

Giant Owner program to Giant Bicycles international team, The G.O. Program flow chart

(Appendix G) will include a consumer warranty and registration process, a demo

schedule for consumers to attend and tryout new products/bicycles, and a ride map to

share rides and riding areas. A second instrument will be the development plan for the

consumer forum (Appendix E), and the accompanying Suggested Topic Segmentation

(Appendix F). This plan includes suggested topics of interest, a regional forum template,

ride reports section, future trips and ride plans from consumers, race coverage, and

information and tips for commuting and advocacy.

Funding Sources

Funding for the web development of this program will come from Giant Global

web development team. However, funding for the implementation of the program in the

US will come from the Giant US sales company. This is another reason that the Giant US

management team is critical for the support and implementation of the program. The

Giant US management team financially supporting the program implementation is critical

to the program launch.

Though no funding will be immediately applied in the development process,

should Giant Bicycles choose to implement the proposed Giant Owner program, Giant
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Bicycles will provide funding to implement the program. Completion of the proposal is

not contingent on funding.

Evaluation Plan

In order for Giant customers to activate their lifetime bicycle frame warranty, they

are required to register on the Giant Owner (G.O.) Program website. This will

automatically enter a customer into the G.O. Program with the choice to opt in or opt out

once registered. Warranty registration is a strong initial driver for enrollment into the

G.O. Program. Giant Bicycles sells approximately 225,000 bicycles in the United States

annually. As some customers will not activate their warranty after purchase, a 50%

enrollment rate is anticipated. Because the program is free, barriers to enrollment are

expected to be fairly low. Moving forward, as more value is added to the program and its

features are enhanced, Giant may consider charging members for being in the Giant

Owner Program. Although the fee would provide some degree of perceived value in the

Giant Owner Program membership, it also has the potential to decrease the number of

members in the program.

A clear indicator of the success of this program is not the shear number of

members but whether brand loyalty is developed and the number of repeat customers

increases. Once Giant starts to track G.O. Program member purchases, they will be able

to gauge if the program is creating brand loyalty and establishing repeat customers. From

those that will have enrolled in the program, an indicator of success may be the number

of active site visits to the G.O. Program website. Real success of the G.O. Program will
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be shown in repeat website visits by G.O. members as well as repeat customers

purchasing more Giant products.

Project Outcome

The initial goal for the Giant Owner Program is for Giant Bicycles to embrace the

program and then implement it in its entirety. At the time of submission of this document,

initial conversations with Giant Bicycles have been well received and discussion is

clearly pointing to implementation in a future budget year. As the project has not been

implemented by Giant Bicycles to date, project outcomes do not exist but clear indicators

of successful program implementation have been established.

With low-barrier entry, the initial enrollment in the first year of the Giant Owner

Program is expected to reach 50% or greater. With a clear registration process and

linking the G.O. Program enrollment into the warranty registration process, Giant Owners

have high incentive to enroll. Once enrolled, Giant Owners will also have access to an

educational component. Through communication and notifications, G.O. Program

members will be able to sign up for events, clinics, and social gatherings. These in-person

events will promote brand loyalty and create opportunities for Giant Owners to purchase

Giant products. The Giant Owner Forum is expected to get repeated visits from Giant

Owner Program members and truly become a "home" for Giant Owners to connect with

Giant as a company and with other Giant Owner members. The website is the platform

for the entire Giant Owner Program. As the Giant Global Web Development Team will

be developing this website, the G.O. Program website will offer all the program
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opportunities for G.O. members and will also be able to integrate the interface with the

Giant consumer site making it a flawless transition to peruse product information and

drive sales to local retailers.

The initial evaluation of success by Giant Bicycles will be done by analyzing the

effect that the Giant Owner Program has on sales figures. Evaluation of sales figures will

be done by examining purchasing information from Giant Owner members. Giant Owner

Program members enrolled in the G.O. Program with the purchase of their first Giant

bicycle. Subsequent purchases, which will be tracked by the Giant Owner Program

warranty registration process, will signify that the G.O. Program is building brand

loyalty.

Conclusion

Based upon the outcomes and within the limitations of this project, it is

anticipated that Giant Bicycles will implement the G.O. Program. Giant Bicycles believes

that building brand loyalty among customers is integral to the success of the business and

brand. Giant has been cooperative and future funding of website development and initial

costs of implementing the G.O. Program is anticipated but will not be confirmed until a

future budget year. Through initial evaluations and discussions with retailers, it is

believed that retailers will lend complete support to the development ofthe G.O.

Program. As Giant Bicycles has strong confidence in the program, Giant will be able to

significantly influence the support level of retailers across the network. An initial

limitation identified was access to areas for the Giant Owner Program to host community
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rides and events. Giant Bicycles has a number of existing partnerships with destination

cycling locations throughout the United States and the world, including Northstar at

Tahoe and Whistler Mountain Bike Park. The implementation of this program allows

Giant Bicycles to make these partnerships more beneficial to both parties in the future.

Discussion and Implications

There are only aspects of the G.O. Program that exist in the cycling industry

today. With the implementation of the Giant Owner Program, it will be the first instance

that a bicycle company implements a multitude of program components in an ownership

program that will lead to the enhancement of brand loyalty. The combination of all these

components makes for an industry-leading program that other companies will desire to

follow. Beyond what is described in this proposal, there are a number of ways in which,

should this project be implemented, additional program incentives can be developed and

implemented.

Continuing to develop the consumer education component with additional

education modules and more locations throughout the world will have a greater impact on

the number of consumers that Giant is able to target. Implementing a travel component,

one in which Giant plans, hosts, and executes dream cycling trips and tours around the

world gives Giant Bicycles customers another way in which to develop their brand

experience. Once the G.O. Program has been implemented in the United States market

and has proved its viability and success, Giant global management should then choose to

expand this program to other countries and markets around the world. This global
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program implementation will aid in further development ofthe Giant brand by giving

Giant customers similar brand impressions around the world.

Recommendations

Starting in budget year 2013, it is recommend that Giant Bicycles dedicate a staff

member and sufficient budget allocation to the development of the Giant Owner

Program. The staff position will be solely to implement this program in the United States

market. It is recommended that the Giant Global web team develop the web

infrastructure necessary to implement this program. Global development of the website

will enable ease of implementation to other markets and sales companies throughout the

world.

It is recommended that future project development be done in two areas: global

travel and consumer education. Other companies in the cycling industry utilize global

travel to affect brand experience, but they fail to make the proper connection to finalize

this experience and encourage greater sales through a developed owner program. Much

can be done with consumer education including curriculum development designed to

support rider skill building and bicycle safety, mechanics, and regulatory education

worldwide.
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Appendix A

Feedback/rom Giant Global Marketing Meeting
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Feedback from the Giant Global Marketing Team

February 2012

The Giant Global Marketing Team was very interested in the concept of the Giant
Owner Program, and saw the United States market as an ideal beta test area for this
program. The marketing team brought up a program that was started by the Giant
Australia sales company, entitled Giant Real Riders. Meant to highlight more than just
professional athletes, the Giant Real Riders program recognizes the connection that is
needed between the company and actual purchasers of bicycles. Unfortunately, this
program does not have nearly the impact that the Giant Owner Program aims to have.
The Giant Owner Program aims to be much more interactive with members and deepen
the brand connection with consumers.

The marketing team voiced concerns that the current staffing level in the Giant
USA marketing department would not be enough to handle the additional work load that
the G.O. Program would bring on. The G.O. Program would necessitate the hiring of at
least one additional person to run the program. A shift in the dynamic would be
necessary in how Giant's marketing and sales departments currently operate. The major
shift happens in how Giant connects with consumers. Currently, outside of the national
demo program, there is very little direct interaction with consumers at Giant USA's
corporate offices. Giant USA primarily deals with independent bicycle retailers around
the nation, who are authorized to sell Giant bicycles to consumers at their retail stores.
Rather than solely dealing with independent retail stores, Giant USA would then become
a direct connection point for consumers as well.

Giant's marketing team stated that the funding for the G.O. Program web
development would come from Giant's global budget. The big piece that the team
identified to be the major factor was exactly what the value added pieces were to be for
the Giant Owner Program that would encourage people to become members. The home
on the web is crucial, as was access to Giant's demo program, but items like exclusive
product launches and consumer experience events were also mentioned. As the program
continues to develop and gain funding from Giant USA, more programs can continue to
be added as deemed necessary. Ultimately, the Giant Global Marketing team was very
receptive to the G.O. Program concept and is looking forward to it coming to fruition.
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Appendix B

Giant Bicycle Owner's Manual
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WiELCOME, AND CONGRATUAlflOiNS
on YD!UTpun:ha!liill'of a, _ Giant biq'cl.I!; tile fUn of pillCllalingyour new
Giani ,biqchl is only momOOls away.

safety FIrst.

We strcngfy eocour,,!I" you to mad t1mlughthe owner's manual belo",
you take your""", Hiant bicycle lor a spin; By doing 50 you ",iU fta¥e a
g""ater andersta nding, lor thie ge neral operatron 01 the various compn-
ne nls loond on,your new bike. Youwill Ieern many 01the components
you ooc-e ",!,oog;oizJedlas part of a bi<:yd" ha...-"changed significanlly: Salle
riding ili1<Slmctiansare equally irnpo ritant a nd 5hoold":'1 be overlaokE!<l,
So """n jJ you are an ""l'eriencE!<l cyclist, "L"aS<!take a moment to read
Ih",ugh Il\iismanua~, beforeyou rid'e,

Sharingl the JIiIY aBbe Ride.•

N'o~hi"9 makes us happier than seeing, peopL" out riding bikes, For """,r
Ih:irtyyears Giani has manufadurOO quality bicycles lor 'E!lferytype, of
terrain, ,and rid'"r,imaginabl!!. Giant bicycles I"",,, aLLawedlraillionscl cy-
clisls just like you the I>pportunity 10 live happier, healthier n'YES because
oi thie joy, exercise, and sheereihHaratian riding a bi<:yde brings, And
it's this cernrnilrnent to sllaring the joy 01 the' ride that inspires us to con-
Iinually ,offer the 'WOrld'smost linnovablvebicyd"s,

We enCGur,"ge yoo.to gel connected, ,and learn more about proper ridi ng
and ""fely through your local Autoortted Giant IRetailer; The independenl
bik" "hop ",tartersa", the 0051 in the' nalion at prm<iding sales and ser-
vi:ce lor aoy ,and.aU your bicyde· refated ne"ds. It's the o":fypLace you'LL
lindi kn"",led'geab:te staR rea<iy to assist you with ""erylhing you'll need to
gel ~he ml>5tout of your bike an<!you r ride.

Enjoy.

SOlAN?'
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Appendix C

G.O. Program Website Flow Chart



G.O. Program Website Flow Chart

• Warranty &
Registration
Form

• Interest
Questionnaire

• Create Profile
• Enter G.O.
Program
Website

Events
~'7~ ",,_,.-

Calendar with local 'ft
\';f and Giant sponsoted

rider events

• Access Forum
• Participate in
G.O. program
dlscusston/
events
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Appendix D

G.O. Program Registration Form



Giant Owner Registration
This online application is hosted on a secure server. We will not be able to process Full
Memberships without the Serial Number of your bicycle.

Membership Type

Name

Il
Fir.: last

Giant Bicycle Serial Number

I
Name of bicycle shop & location where bicycle was
purchased:

I J
Email

Phone

li-Q-iJ
1###) 1# #~

Address

Sm~£'lAdd,,,ss

t
Adc!ril5S uee 2

Jl
PoHal1 Zip Code Count'}'

Would you like to receive notifications and event
information via e-mail?

o Yes

o No

Please check the types of riding you will be doing on
your new Giant Bicycle:

o Commuting

o Off-road/mountain biking

o Road

o Group riding

o Other

(Submit)

Generated by pFo!..f'!l
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AppendixE

Development Plan for Consumer Forum
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Giant Owner Program
Development Plan for Consumer Forum

Purpose and Goals

The guiding purpose is for consumers to develop a relationship with Giant through a value added
brand experience. In addition, the program provides an avenue for consumers to develop relationships
to one another.

The goal is to have the consumer choose to develop the relationship online and also at actual physical
events. Does the brand suit the needs of cyclists at every riding level? Are specific cyclists growing
with us? This will be determined through patterns in bicycle registration and ownership ifbrand is
meeting needs of consumers.

Giant will gain key marketing information from warranty registrations including the following: I)
information on first time Giant bicycle owners; 2) amount of time that lapses from initial bicycle
build, to shipping, delivery to retail, and then into consumer hands; 3) success of specific marketing
efforts, Create a tracking system for history of Giant bicycle ownership that shows a consumer's
brand loyalty growing with the riding experience.

Promotion and Accessibility

An online forum will be promoted in Giant consumer advertising including Facebook, Giant US
website, Twitter and other social media networks. Giant will also promote and market the GO
program through the Giant Retail Network. There will be limited public access. The benefits of
membership include fuJI access to GO Program incentives and value-adds. A rider will have the
ability to choose rider connection preferences upon sign up.

Topic Segmentation

This plan will include suggested topics of interest, a regional forum template, ride reports section,
future trips and ride plans from consumers, race coverage, and information and tips for commuting
and advocacy
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Giant Owner Program
Development Plan for Consumer Forum

Rider Experience

The rider experience is the propelling force behind the G.O. Program. Through community forum,
announcements of G.O. Program specific rider events, and the sharing of rider experience stories and
highlights, riders will create the story that expresses the brand identity and solidifies brand loyalty
through the experience.

Monitoring Content

The Global Marketing and Giant Owner Management Team will be responsible for monitoring
content for inappropriate postings or subject matter that does not pertain to the Giant Owner
experience. In addition, the G.O. Program Management Team will be responsible for encouraging
participation, sharing information, and highlighting stories that exemplify the brand experience.

Feedback and Changes

Feedback from G.O. Program participants, observation of other leading owner programs, and on the
ground feedback through personal experience and Giant employees wi II be utilized to improve,
change, and update the G.O. Program Consumer Forum.
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AppendixF

Forum Topic Segmentation
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G.o. Online Forum - Topic Segmentation

California Trip Plans Individual Planning Pro Team Mountain Riding Tips Cycling Current
stories Advice Updates bike Routes Issues

Pacific NW What to do Trail Areas of the Shop Team Road Technical Current Success
while there conditions World Updates Events Stories

Central- Classes and Q&A t Rider Individual Cvclocross Gear& Product Organizatio
North Clinics Connection Owner Equipment Review ns

Updates

Central- Group Recommen Travel How-To and General How to get
South Events ded Rides FAQs Discussion involved

Northeast Community Long Term Touring Upcoming
Events Travel Events

Mid-Atlantic Giant BMX Demo
Retailer Information
Events

Southeast Giant Demo Kids Retailer
Events Information

- \ ' ~ '!~ ,~ , ,

" \ Lookat this rider's story! Highlighted or newswith details and pictures' ',.
I, ~ 'Ii

~ 1 ~ 1 '" ~ ~,,~ ,_", _" I Ii! :
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Appendix G

G.O. Program Flow Chart



G.o. Program Flow Chart
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" " " ~

I J '""
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, 'Retalfer

~ > ' ~

, '

GIAIV7:
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AppendixH

G.O. Program Forum Dashboard Example
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Appendix I

Event Promotion



GIAN7:

• •
•

, .... .
An exclusive pre-sale event for Giant Owners only - we're showing you our
newest bicycles first! Group rides, bicycle demonstrations, skill clinic, and a
social hour! Join in on the fun and register online!ro,_ , .... ,......... ..... .. .. . ,

Step I: Sign into your GO account
Step 2: Click on the event calendar'
Step 3: Sign up for this exclusive event!
www.giantbicycle.com/go/events

70

Saturdav, June 51 2012 starting at 3:00pm
Free event for GO members. Bring your photo !D, credit card, and helmet to
demo!
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AppendixJ

Example Member Profile from Roam Life, Inc.
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ActIvity Promo

Public Edit Change Avatar

Base

Name

We're adding mambefS to Ream Ufe tiase camp daJIyl $1ay ttln.ed tor adrl.itj)cs to lhe fof'um, storee 1{'om on t!Vt
road, and comnnmity members to mee.t!VIew

-
Preferred metnad P1 Roaming

Home Location Ie .{j., Country. SIale, etc_} 8151 HamplQr" NY

WhIch tople5lnterott you most {Ule(;tllit thataw'Y): Travel, Adventlltll' sports, SoclaJlGro'Jp El'enl$. Women"s Community, ReadIng, Outdoor
aci!vitles, Aylng-Squlrrels., MusIc. 'fogalMedllation

00 you preter to be it ho1;t, be it roamer, bll- both (host: WOlIJd
fike to be open W ptop/t'_staylng at melr lloUse or ahoWlng a
peflion around town, fQ.llmer. the por,son dolng tho tra v e~)
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Appendix K

Large Scale Consumer Event Example
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GIANT BICYCLE PRODUCT LAUNCH 2012

GIANT OWNER EXCLUSIVE

Sign up online at www.giantbicycie.com/go/events

G.O. Program
Large Scale Consumer Event
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AppendixL

Learn-to-Ride Clinic Promotion Example
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G.O. Program
RideClinicExample

Learn about basic
bicycle geometry
and performance

Bicycle Demos 8;
Group Rides!
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Appendix M

Presentation Promotion Example



G.O. Program
Travel/Guest Speaker Presentation

78

GIANT OWNER EXCLUSIVE
Join Adam Craig in discussion about his racing season!

San Francisco, CA- June 15, 2012
Sign up at www.giantbicycle.com/go/events

Adam Craig-
Professional
Rabo-Bank,
Giant Off-Road
Racing Team
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AppendixN

Needs Assessment Questionnaire
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Giant Owner Program
Needs Assessment Questionnaire

Bicycle Serial #:Name:

D I am a first time Giant Bicycle Owner
Choose all that apply.

1. What was the main purpose in buying your bicycle?

A. Commuting B. Recreation C. Competition

2. What was your main reason for buying a Giant?

A. Brand name B. Technology C. Price D. Other:

3. What accessories do you plan to purchase for your bicycle?

A. Lights B. Lock C. Stationary Trainer D. Fenders/Rack E. Other:

4. How often do you ride your bicycle each month?

A. 0 - 5 days B. 6 -10 days C. 11 -15 days 0.16 + days

5.How long is your typical ride?

A. 5 - 30 minutes B. 31 - 60 minutes C. 1 - 2 hours D. 2 + hours

6. Have you ever attended any bicycle clinics or group rides?
DYes D No

7. What types of Giant Bicycle events or clinics would you be interested in attending?
(Check all that apply)

OBicycle Maintenance OGroup Rides OPerformance/Skili Clinics 0 Other: _

D Check here to receive news, event notifications, and special event
invitations from the Giant Owner Program
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